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To the memory of Professor Mykola Poliakov
A few month ago we lost the
Rector of Oles Honchar Dnipro
National University, the founder
of the journal "Bulletin of the
Dnipropetrovsk University. Series:
Modeling"(2009 – 2017), the Editor
in Chief of the Journal of Optimi-
zation, Differential Equations and
Their Applications (2018–2019),
and our colleague Professor Mykola
Viktorovitch Poliakov.
Mykola Poliakov (1946–2020)
passed away and we deeply sadde-
ned by the loss of the very
nice and reliable colleague and
individual whose fate was tied
to Oles Honchar Dnipro National
University from the very first days
of his life.
The present issue of JODEA is
dedicated to his memory.
M.V. Poliakov was born on
1 May 1946 in Dnipropetrovsk.
Graduated from Dnipropetrovsk
State University in 1971, M.V. Po-
liakov defended his PhD thesis in
1979 and in 1992 the Doctoral thesis. Since 1979 he worked as an associate
professor and since 1992 as a professor of Dnipropetrovsk State University. Since
1998 he became a rector of Dnipropetrovsk State University renamed after as
Oles Honchar Dnipro National University, keeping his professorship position
at Differential Equations Department. His scientific interests were focused on
partial differential equations, mechanics of solid media, hydromechanics, and
numerical simulations. In particular, he had developed a few efficient methods
for numerical solution of different types of boundary value problems in domains
with complicated boundaries that have important applications to hydrodynamics,
heat transference, solid mechanics. He supervised PhD students and some of his
former colleagues contribute in this special issue.
We miss Mykola Viktorovitch here and ever, as much as his skills, talent,
humor and silent charm. We also express our friendship, condolences, and support
to his family.
